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 Chloe Has Chlamydia is the first publication in the Pets for Adults series, which tackles grown-up problems with humor,
empathy, and honesty. When mating season arrives, Chloe has a bit an excessive amount of fun in the bush and catches
something she doesn't expect. But Chloe understands she needs to make the best of her sticky situation.! None of her
sex mates informed her they have Chlamydia! WTF? Unashamed, she embarks on a mission to spread the term about
safe sex around the woodlands.Chloe is a saucy motherfuzzball who's seeking to start a family and bump several fuzzies
along the way. Upcoming tales include Angus is Addicted, Billy Can't Get a Boner, and DeeDee is Depressed.
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Cheeky and clever! They're hard to speak about. We all assume we're healthy because we might not feel sick. Great
initiative to release an extremely serious but often taboo topic to open up publicity and dialogue with humor, color,
levity and most of most acceptance without judgment.. It's therefore taboo still, and I discover that adds to therefore
much of the stigma of various diseases. It's rather a GORGEOUS Item. The reader is carried along on an endearing trip
that plots a nonfuzzy direct to bumping fuzzies (you might need to read the publication to obtain that reference). The
hardcover reserve is seated on my desk and folks keep commenting on how eye-popping and amusing it is!. Breaking
Down Stigmas A single Cheeky Cartoon AT THE SAME TIME! Even thought the newest statistics show 1 out of every 3
people in the usa are affected personally by STD/I's, it's amazing if you ask me so few adults in fact discuss them! A
charming publication that made me chuckle This ‘children’s book for adults’ is able to take on personal responsibility in
sexual health without being preachy or moralizing. This publication is a great, new method to get people talking about it!
Cheeky but educational, I felt like it has all the right talking points to start a conversation with relatives and
buddies...plus an easy read for young adults curious about everything.. Brilliant innovative method of sex education for
teens, young adults, plus.P...Not to mention the artwork! A confident and playful tone narrates the experience in which
Chloe encounters a cast of colourful character types, which are deftly drawn and portrayed. I could see the reserve
being a fun resource for educating adults, since it doesn’t patronize, take itself too seriously or sugarcoat the realities of
contemporary dating and mating..S. Apparently koalas DO in fact obtain chlamydia. I admire the author and illustrator
for tackling this essential topic, and I'll certainly recommend this book to friends and family..who knew?!!! Well
obviously, Chloe. What an informative yet quirky / cute reserve! It’s endearing title that’s worth a browse or gifting to
someone that needs a nudge in playing secure.but who else??? Fun read on safe sex A remarkable book that uses
animals, primarily Chloe and her Kuala friends, to inform an important and engaging tale. The smart writing and tongue-
in-cheek humor will appeal to adolescents, young adults and the older folks. Chloe is adorable. Hilarious & Chloe’s story
supplies the important message that secure sex can be an anxiety-free alternative to the risk-acquiring behavior that
too often accompanies growing up.. Entertaining while educational Funny and endearing method of sex education that's
edgy enough to keep your interest without being inappropriate. This is an extremely helpful book for young adults or
adults who require a reminder about what sexually transmitted illnesses are, how exactly to address them also to reduce
fear around discussing it. I will urge all my close friends and colleagues to add to their toolkit, particularly with teens
and young adults. Chloe has arrived to educate us all! This book is a good resource for adults of most ages, addressing
an important topic in a humorous and accessible way. It illuminates the problem of STI's, discusses it frankly, and both
advice and assets. So cute! Finally! An excellent resource for an important topic! An incredibly important and relevant
reserve but one that’s accessible, easy and pleasurable to learn. I thought I understood all there was to learn about
STD’s and then this book came around. The images are excellent, content honest and approachable and you will tell lots
of thought and period went into this first work. Recommend Chloe has Chlamydia be a part of your [children's, teen’s,
own] bookshelf! Funny and informative! Essential!. From someone that has worked in wellness communications and
public wellness for many years, you'll find nothing out there which makes important topics like STD's understandable,
up-to-time, and funny. We need a little humour and clarity of this type of wellness, and Chloe Provides Chylamydia has
done that. Bravo ladies!and I'll definitely recommend this book to friends and family Many people turn a blind eye to
STIs. Clever and informative method to communicate an important message. Love the graphics!! But more importantly,
it’s intriguing on my coffee table. Best enjoyed with friends, this fable chronicling the sexcapades of a young adult
female koala could have you laughing and learning at the same time! The illustrations enhance pleasure of the text.
Chloe for the win! I want I had experienced it years ago when I was teaching wellness. I would recommend for just about
any audience really, great present for a "Magic formula Santa" present! Author offers a superbly engaging and
innovative approach to sex education and empowerment regarding STDs. A Delightful And Much Needed Resource This
book is a clever, innovative approach to tackling a difficult subject. The illustrations are fab and the book has a high
quality look and feel. Very well done! This book is adorable and clever. Well crafted and the illustrations are perfect. Not
to mention it delivers vital information regarding safe sex practices within an engaging, delightful method. Would
recommend! informative, great gift idea Actually enjoyed Chloe Has Chlamydia, awesome humor throughout while still



being very informative! What a fun book and a great way to combat stigma around STD’s. Nature's pocket tingles~!
Which makes me seem cool.
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